so the business arranges local transportation to
help both buyer and seller through the process.
“We were told five years ago that no one is going
to buy a sofa online. Well, now everyone is buying
furniture online,” Betsy said.
Thanks to couture-selling websites like The Real
Real — which WAG wrote about in the September
2017 issue — people are much more comfortable
buying second-hand luxury items online. Not only
are people more inclined to buy consigned goods
than to pay full retail prices, but purchasing preowned furniture is also better for the environment.
“It’s been a labor of love,” Betsy says.
Jim could say the same for Belly and Body.
“I’ve always loved boxing. Even growing up, just
watching boxing,” Jim says.
“Watching Muhammad Ali,” Betsy adds.
Belly and Body classes consist of three 15-minute rounds involving warm-ups, boxing, high-intensity interval training (HIIT) and more. With only
10 participants and one instructor, the class setting
is quite intimate, enabling the instructor to give
you one-on-one feedback to help you be as efficient
as possible during the 45-minute session.
“It came at a great time, too,” Betsy says. “People
are so much more into HIIT now and not just going
out and running 10 miles,” she adds of the full-body
workout that burns fat and builds muscle. “They
understand the benefits.”

Labors of love

J

BY MEGAN MCSHARRY

Jim and Betsy Perry, a Greenwich couple, are
the parents of seven — three boys, two dogs and
two businesses.
In 2014, Betsy co-founded The Local Vault, an
online marketplace for new and pre-owned luxury furniture, with WAG alumna Patricia Espinosa.
Three years later, Jim launched Belly and Body, a
boxing workout studio in Riverside, with Jonathan
Edmond. In true Greenwich fashion, Edmond had
become Jim’s personal trainer after meeting Betsy
in the parking lot at a Cosi restaurant. After a long
career at Viacom Inc., Jim decided to follow his
passion for boxing.
Betsy has always had an interest in interior
design. Her sisters were both designers and she
worked at a furniture company in college. Although she entered a career in event planning
and sports marketing, The Local Vault — which
WAG first introduced readers to in our November 2014 issue — would allow her to pursue her
passion for design.
“We noticed a need in the marketplace. If
someone redecorates, relocates or downsizes,
they often have beautiful furniture that they
need to sell,” Betsy said.
With furniture sourced from private sellers,
designers and retailers from the tristate area,
Palm Beach and Boston, The Local Vault lists new
arrivals weekly. With pieces personally vetted by
the business’ team, listings feature brands such
as Ralph Lauren, Restoration Hardware and Rose
Tarlow.
The website artfully displays the new and preowned pieces with crisp white backgrounds alongside photographs of beautifully designed rooms.
With furniture that is antique, vintage and new,
there is something for every taste. Each listing presents a straightforward description of the piece as
well as its age and condition.
One of the perks of selling through The Local
Vault is that although it does offer storage for clients, sellers can keep their items with them so
they don’t lose possession of their furniture until
the point of sale.
“It’s comforting to a lot of people, because with
traditional consignment, you’d have to get it to the
brick and mortar store,” Betsy says. Transporting a
designer sofa to a store isn’t always the easiest task,
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Trainer and co-founder Jonathan Edmond leads a Belly and Body class.

With boxing chains cropping up nationwide,
Belly and Body is riding a cresting wave. The
studio has built up a loyal following and now offers personal training. It’s preparing to launch
children’s programs as well as expand its existing class schedule.
“We certainly want to perfect the business and
the process and the product,” Jim says. He hopes
to one day open new studios, possibly in Westport

or Westchester.
Jim and Betsy have less time off and less time
to travel though they always make time to bounce
ideas off each other. Though they work hard it’s as
if they’re hardly working.
Or as Betsy says, “If you love what you do, it
doesn’t feel like work.”
For more, visit thelocalvault.com and bellyandbody.com.

Betsy and Jim Perry at Belly and Body, a boxing workout
studio in Riverside that’s Jim’s baby. Betsy’s is The Local Vault.
Photographs by Liana Hayles Newton.
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WEAR

Golden kiss

I

BY MEGHAN MCSHARRY

It all began the first time Barbara Ross-Innamorati
laid eyes on Gustav Klimt’s “The Kiss” at The
National Gallery in London. Enamored by the
painting’s gold leaf detail, she knew she would
never forget its beauty.
Years after she returned from studying at The
London School of Economics, the memory still
played in her head, so much so that it led her down
a different career path than the one she had known
at Kraft Foods, JPMorgan Chase and Xerox.
“I was just mesmerized,” she says. “I woke up
one morning just thinking about gold leaf. I was
like, I want to make jewelry.”
It’s been almost 10 years since she launched
her jewelry brand Évocateur in a Norwalk studio.
It’s there that a small staff crafts delicate bangles,
cuffs, earrings and necklaces adorned with
artwork and gold leaf. Their creations glimmer in
the mid-afternoon light.
Ross-Innamorati works with artists such as
Lucy Peveto to design pieces and is licensed to
use the works of Erté for Art Deco-inspired works.
Boxes filled with jewelry from RossInnamorati’s collections line the walls, each based
on a specific theme drawn from her travels — art,
animals and gardens. They represent a journey in
craftsmanship to learn how to make pieces using
gold leaf and seal them properly so that they stay
preserved forever.
“There was no pathway that we could follow.
It’s a process that I came up with and it was
perfected by our staff,” Ross-Innamorati says.
Long a mainstay of art, gold leaf has been
growing in popularity as a lifestyle enhancement in
recent years, turning up in everything from beauty
products to chocolate. While most of the studio’s
materials are sourced from New England, the gold
leaf is imported from Italy. Each piece takes about
a week to craft, as layers of resin used to seal the
jewelry require 24 hours to dry. We watch as one
employee delicately places gemstones on a cuff
before adding flakes of gold leaf.
“Everyone applies the gold leaf in their own
technique,” Ross-Innamorati says.
The time gone into perfecting the process
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Barbara Ross-Innamorati, Évocateur’s founder.
Photographs courtesy Évocateur.

Évocateur’s cuffs are available
in a variety of widths and can be
customized, too.

has surely paid off. Ross-Innamorati recalls her
first show — an “Open See” at Henri Bendel in
Manhattan — where her pieces were first noticed
by interested buyers.
“That was the store that really launched us. It
gave us commercial validation.”

Now the art-driven jewelry can be found in
premier retailers around the world, including Mary
Jane Denzer in White Plains. Ross-Innamorati’s
wares are sold on cruise ships and have a large
market in China. They’ve also attracted industry
recognition. Évocateur was a JCK Jewelers’
Choice Award finalist and finished in either first or
second place for five years straight. The awards
hang proudly at the entrance to the studio.
Despite the growth and success of her brand,
Ross-Innamorati still works hard to promote it.
She attends several trade shows a year, setting
up shop at the accessories show at the Jacob K.
Javits Convention Center in January. She and her
team want to make sure that everyone is aware of
the Évocateur style.
For more, visit evocateurstyle.com.

R
WELL

Restoring body
and soul
BY MEGHAN MCSHARRY

AFTER TAKING A

boxing class led by Aaron Drogoszewski at Bloomingdale’s White Plains as part of its
October Breast Cancer Awareness events, our editor in chief suggested I learn more about Drogoszewski’s new business, RēCOVER.
As I type this, I still have that awkward soreness
that has me struggling to climb steps or sit at my
desk chair after a workout for another story. Thus,
the idea of a business catered to recovering my
body after a tough workout (the first in months) immediately piqued my interest.
So, I hobbled onto a Metro-North train to Manhattan to visit the wellness studio co-founded
by Drogoszewski and Rich Richey. Located near
Madison Square Garden, the fourth-floor studio
is an easy commute.
Drogoszewski welcomes me at the door as I take
in the surroundings. Dark-colored walls with contrasting neon signs make for an aesthetically pleasing (and totally Instagram-worthy) setting. At 10 in
the morning, a client rests peacefully in a reclining
chair with headphones and an eye mask.
“We are the world’s first fully-comprehensive recovery studio,” he tells me. “For us, comprehension
means recreating what recovery is.”
When forming the idea for his business, Drogoszewski saw a gap in the market.
“There wasn’t a place that focuses on recovery and
not just a specific tool,” such as cryotherapy, he says.
But when he and Richey came up with the idea,
they knew they had to act fast.
“We were like, we have to jump on this now. Two
days after we signed the lease, recovery was number two on a list of wellness trends for the new year.”
Since its March 2018 opening, the business has
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gathered some of the highest-end technology to
promote recovery for athletes and everyone else.
“Performance demands aren’t specific to athletes,” Drogoszewski says. “It’s moms. It’s business
professionals. I ask people, ‘Do you want to be good
enough at things you do or do you want to be the
best version of you?’ That’s why we wanted to make
it about more than just athletes.”
As a father of two children under 5, he knows
how stressful being a parent can be. But services like
NuCalm can help. While it was developed to treat
patients with post traumatic stress disorder, FDA-approved NuCalm is designed to provide anyone with
30 minutes or so of quality sleep that leaves you feeling refreshed — unlike some midday naps.
I have to say, I was skeptical of NuCalm. As someone who struggles with a variety of sleep issues and
has run the gamut of natural and medicinal sleep
remedies to no avail, I really doubted it could be all
that special. However, after Drogoszewski insisted I
give it a try, I was impressed.
The staff set me up in a luxurious La-Z-Boy-esque
chair, covered me in a weighted blanket (something
I swear by at home, too, after receiving one as a
Christmas gift) and instructed me to rub a dollop of
calming cream on either side of my neck. Microcurrent pads were then applied to my neck. A comfortable foam eye mask covered my eyes to black out
the room while meditative music played through
the over-ear headphones. And there I was, in the
middle of the hustle and bustle of New York City, in
the middle of the work day, taking the most luxurious nap I had ever had the pleasure of experiencing.
While I never drifted into a deep sleep, it certainly provided me with a feeling of escape. After
Aaron Drogoszewski, co-founder of RēCOVER.
Photographs courtesy Aaron Drogoszewski.
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the time was up, I felt ready to take on the rest of
the day as if my battery had been fully recharged
in just 20 minutes.
RēCOVER also offers a CVAC (Cyclic Variations in
Atmospheric Conditioning) pod, which boosts energy by increasing oxygen in the blood cells. CVAC
is a little-known secret to some of the world’s top
athletes, including tennis’ Novak Djokovic. Drogoszewski has a number of UFC fighters among his
clientele who swear by the CVAC service, but are
relatively hush-hush about the technology as they
believe it gives them an edge to their performance.
Other services offered includes infrared saunas,
in which you can watch Netflix or listen to Pandora
radio to pass the time, air or ice compression, hydro
massage and hyperice heat/ice technology.
Drogoszewski and Richey pride themselves
in their years of experience in fitness and on the
fact that they research and stay on top of new
technology to best suit their clients’ needs. It is
important that all of the technology is vetted and
research can support the benefits before they
invest. By researching so much prior to offering
these little-known services, they are able to educate their clientele and inform the public about
new ways to boost your body, mind and physique.
What I find so special about RēCOVER is that,
unlike some gyms or wellness studios, there’s

Wagger Meghan McSharry tries her first NuCalm session at RēCOVER.

no intimidation factor. As a young woman (who
hasn’t considered herself an athlete since high
school), I was immediately comfortable with the
staff and the studio itself.
“If it looked like a physical therapist office, you
know, sterile and clinical, it’s not going to complement
the experience,” Drogoszewski says. “It shouldn’t feel

?

like a day spa. It should be that in between where it
feels kinda hip, professional, but still calm. We want
people just to enjoy being in here and having that energy, and to be that nice middle ground where I know
I’m doing something good with my body but I feel
happy with my surroundings.”
For more, visit recover.nyc.

Your FREE 6-week
trial MEMBERSHIP

WE’RE LOOKING FOR A FEW
GOOD MEN (AND WOMEN)…
For our Fascinating Men and Women issues and annual competitions.
Our first Fascinating Men issue (January) – with Turkish delight Onur Tuna,
our Most Fascinating Man, on the cover – was a big hit with the public. Now the
ladies are up at bat.
For our July issue, we’ll feature the most Fascinating Women, with one selected as Most Fascinating. (We’ll return to the guys next January.)
Criteria for each are the same – courage, which Aristotle said was the first of
all virtues; intelligence; generosity; confidence; dignity; grace; humor; humility; sensitivity; strength; accomplishment; likability; social consciousness; and
creativity. (“Oh, and good looks doesn’t hurt,” says publisher Dee DelBello.)
Send your nominees to Dee at dee@westfairinc.com and really make your
pitch. Let us know why this person should command our attention.
Who knows? You might be the Most Fascinating Woman of 2019.
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